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ABSTRACT

A method of data processing was applied to the study of decay kinetics of

interstitial atomic hydrogen in X-irradiated a-Si:(H,O,N) and UV-irradiated natural

beryl.

A system of differential kinetic equations was constructed considering multiple

possible reactions. The solutions were evaluated by Runge-Kutta's method of numerical

integration.

It was assumed that the interstitial atomic hydrogen was produced by radiolytic

irradiation of R-H type molecules and trapped at interstitial sites of both materials. The

heating releases the atomic hydrogen which quickly is either retrapped, recombined with

R-radical left in the matr * 3 combined with other atomic hydrogen atoms forming H2

molecules.

The parameters i i~•-». to untrapping and recombination processes were found to

obey Arrhenius law. Or. t v Jther hand, the retrapping and H^-formation parameters were

fit to a function proportvJi to ( T 1 / 2 - T y 2 ) , where TQ is a constant.



I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic hydrogen in natural crystals and amorphous materials has been studied by

several authors [see references in 1]. Unfortunately, there are still very few systematic
a

studies of the hydrogen centers isothermal kinetics. Recent studies in a-Si:(H,O,N) ,

natural beryl . barium aluminoborate glasses , and tourmaline report interesting results

on atomic hydrogen thermal decay.

The H^ observed in barium aluminoborate glasses is unstable at room

temperature. The kinetics of this center was analysed in terms of the Levy's model

yielding three first order processes, each one having a different activation energy. In

contrast, the measured thermal decay of the H? in pink tourmaline , stable at room

temperature, follows a first order kinetics.
2

Pontuschka et al. observed that the X-irradiated hydrogenated amorphous silicon

containing oxygen and nitrogen impurities a-Si:(H,O,N) shows the characteristic H?

doublet in the EPR spectrum. The absence of this center in X-irradiated nominally pure

a-Si:H led to the conclusion that the presence of oxygen is needed to stabilize this center.

A second order thermal decay kinetics was assumed in the analysis of the data yielding an

activation energy of about 0.5 eV. Samples were irradiated at room temperature till

saturation. A series of EPR measurements was performed to study the isothermal decay of

the atomic hydrogen centers. The measurements were carried out at 310,319,323, 332 and

343K, respectively.

Atomic hydrogen, stable at room temperature, was observed in X-irradiated beryl
7 8

by Koryagin and Grechushnikov in 1966 and by Bershov in 1970. When beryl was

completely dehydrated, Ĥ  was not detected, leading to the conclusion that it is

originated from the H2O radiolysis , Blak et al. also observed EPR of Ĥ  centers in

beryl, UV—irradiated at room temperature, in 19S2. Isothermal decay measurements at

353, 373, 393. 413, 133 and 453K could not be described in terms of first or second order



kinetics . This suggests the need of considering the superposition of several kinetic

processes occurring together. It is not difficult to write down the differential equation for

each possible reaction.

However, exact solutions of systems of chemical kinetics differential equations can

easily become laborious or even prohibitive in most cases. For this reason one resorts to

numerical integration which, with the present day easy access to personal computers, is

quite manageable.

n. THE KINETIC EQUATIONS

We assume that atomic hydrogen is produced during UV and X-irradiation of beryl

and a—Si:(H,O,N) samples by photo-dissociation of R-H type molecules leaving H° and

R radicals. In beryl, R is assumed to be OH~, from dissociation of H2O and in

a-Si:(H,O,N), R is part of the disordered chain of its amorphous structure during

irradiation. The H° diffuses throughout the interstices of the network before being

recombined or trapped in stabilizing sites. After sufficient time of irradiation, ali the

available traps are filled and the growth of interstitial atomic hydrogen [H?] (the brackets

are referred to as concentration) reaches saturation. In the following, the subsequent

notation will be adopted:

R : recombination center:

H : trapping site; '

H t : trapped Hf;

H f : free H^ diffusing throughout the sample;

RH: molecules;

S : empty traps.



On heating, the Ht overcomes the energy barrier and moves throughout the lattice

prior to the reactions of retrapping, recombination, or combination of two Hf forming H2

molecule.

The change rates of [HJ, [Hfj, [S]. [Rj, [RH] and JHJ are described by the

following differential equations:

(la)

[HfI = a [HJ - 7 [Hf][S] - 3 [Hfl[R] - 6 [Hf)
2 (lb)

= a[HJ-7[H f](Sl (lc)

= - /3 [H|JÍRJ (Id)

= /MHf][R] (le)

(10

where a, 0, 7 and h are adjustable parameters.

The number of H{ trapping sites is assumed to be constant

ÍHJ + [SJ = [N] (2)

where [N] is the concentration of trapping sites.

From the equations (Id) and (le) we observe that the sum of [R] and [RH] is

constant. The equations (le) and (10 are independent of the others and may thereforr; be

solved separately.



The sum is then reduced to the following coupled kinetics equations:

= - a [ H j + 7 [ H f l { N - [ H j } (2a)

[Hf] = a [HJ - 7 [Hf] {N - [Hj} - <? [Hf][R] - 6 [Hff (2b)

= -/?{Hfl(R] (2c)

The above equations were normalized assuming that all sites are filled. The initial

conditions are given by: N = 1 , (HJ(O) = 1 , (Hf](0) = 0 and (R](0) = 1 . The

coupled differential equations (2) were solved using the numerical method of

Runge-Kutta10"*12.

The Runge-Kutta's method is especially suited to solve numerically a system of

first order differential equations. Among the advantages of this method it is important to

see that it is not necessary to calculate derivatives as in Tayloi series, since the calculation

of (n+l)th functional values ynM depends only on the value of the nth function yn .

ID. RESULTS

2
The experimental values used in this work are the same published by Pontuschka

and Blak . The coupled differential equations (2) were numerically solved with parameters

fitted by trial and error method, after a few iterations. Once the motion of tba Hf is such

that the mean time between collisions is too short to enable the Hf be detected by EPR,

the EPR signal intensity was attributed only to the H,.

The numerical integration results (solid lines) adjusted to the experimental points



for the isothermal decay of atomic hydrogen for X-irradiated a-Si:(H,O,N) is shown in

Figure 1 where p was assumed to be zero. The best fit parameters are shown in Table I.

INSERT FIGURE 1

INSERT TABLE I

The results A our calculations are in good agreement with the assumption proposed by
n

Pontuschka et al. ascribing the principal process involved in the removal of hydrogen from

a-Si:H to the formation of H 2 .

The best fit (solid lines) for the [HJ decay of UV-imdiated beryl is shown in

Figure 2. The /?-value was no longer negligible as occurred for a-Si:(H,O,N). The

INSERT FIGURE 2

calculated parameters are listed in Table II.

INSERT TABLE II

The Arrhenius law applied to a parameter of a-Si:(H,O,N) and the parameters a

and /? of beryl are shown in Figure 3. The Ht untrapping activation energy of

INSERT FIGURE 3

&-Si:(H>O,N) is E a = 0 . 5 6 e V and the pre-exponential frequency factor

OQ = 1.5 * 109 s'1 . It is clear that both parameters a and 0 of beryl obey Arrhenius

law with activation energies respectively equal to Ea = 0.42 eV and Eg = 1.51 eV and

pre-exponential frequency factors OQ = 3.33 * 10s s*1 and 0O = 3.5 » 10'* s'1 .



Figure 4 shows the correlation of 7 and S for [Hj in a-Si:(H,O,N) with T 1 / 2 .

INSERT FIGURE 4

The observed correlation is linear, with a common cutoff temperature To = 269K for all

parameters. Thus, 7 and é are linear functions of (T 1 / 2 -Tj / 2 ) .

The dependence of 7 and S for [HJ in beryl on T 1 ' 2 is shown in Figure 5.

INSERT FIGURE 5

The behavior is again linear, with cutoff temperature To = 266K and here again 7 and 0

are linear functions of ( T ^ - T j ^ ) .

In Figure 2 it is shown that the parameter ff, adjusted to the kinetics of [Hj in

beryl, obeys Arrhenius law. The parameter 0 is related to the recombination process of

R and H f . The high activation energy suggests that the irradiation produced an R

radical from the radiolysis of HjO , namely energy OH". Therefore, the activation

energy is probably equal to the energy necessary for the ionization of OH~ into OH+e~

before the reaction OH+Hf —»HaO takes place. An alternative possible reaction is

OH" + Hf —• H 2 O~-* HjO + e ~ .

IV. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF 6 AND 7

The hydrogen atom in silicon is trapped by an oxygen defect because no H, EPR

signal was observed in oxygen free silicon. The trapping of atomic hydrogen changes the

ftnicture of the oxygen defect. This change of structure requires energy, giving rise to a

potential barrier Eb for trapping atomic hydrogen. The untrapping of atomic hydrogen

require» an activation energy E 0 .



Here we assume that the free H? acquires, through collisions with the atoms of the

network speeds varying from 0 to high values, accordingly to the free particles Maxwell

speed distribution: < - • •

where N is the concentration of Hf atoms, v the speed and T the absolute

temperature.

Consider N atoms per unit volume travelling in the network with speeds between

v and v+dv . By assuming that each collision with atoms N' removes one Hf atom,

we may evaluate the decreasing rate of N between t and t+dt according to:

dN = - P N dx , (4)

where P - <rN*, <r= cross section and dx = vdt.

The rate of concentration change for all speeds is then given by the sum over all

dN v , giving:

. (6)
'all

Due to the potential barrier the cross section will be different for v < v b and

v > vb (vb = (2Eb/mM)1/'2). Here we assume that for v > v b , o - <r9. Also, the cross

section for v < vb is supposed to be similar to that of v > vb corrected by an Arrhenius'

factor, he., o»afoexp(-AEv/kT) where CQ is a constant (O<Co<l) and

AEV = j mvJ - ^ mv 7 . Using equation (3) we obtain the rate equation:
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™ = _]_„• N2*ovbf(*)
v*

where f(i) = x [ l + ^ + ̂ ] e - 1 / z ? and *=

The limit value for high temperature or negligible potential barrier is:

ÚW - " l 8 k r i NN1
 t (8)

showing a /T dependence for the rate constant. The limit value for low temperature or

high potential barrier is for CQ#):

| I / 2 E S

" ^ IN' , (9)

showing a e^^/T dependence for the rate constant, and for «^=0 :

1 8 P I1/2 f P I1/2

1 ]̂ [fi] i V » , ,,o)

showing a e~E'»/kT / T1^3 dependence for the rate constant.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of f(i) on x for c,, - 0 and c0 = 1. There are

INSERT FIGURE 6

two intervals for x values where f(r) can be fit to a linear function of the form

For c«sO we have for the interval 0.6 < x< 1.1, p = 1.51 and ^, = 0.51, and for

the interval 1 . 3 < r < 4 , p«1.17 and n, = 0.32. For ^ = 1 , we have for the
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interval 0.5 < x < 0.9 , p = 1.7 and % = 0.43 and for the interval 1.3 < x < 2 ,

p = 1.04 and JJ> = 0.07.

The linear part of f(x) supports the empirical observation of ( VT - vTjJ) behavior

of the parameter 7 . Otherwise, only this part of the dependence of 7 on T is not

enough for the determination of E b .

The empirically determined function for S=S^/T-/T^) is similar to that

observed for 7 . Thus we would like to apply the present analysis to 6 by assuming a

potential barrier for the reaction Hf+Hf —»H2. Of course, for free atoms there is no

potential barrier. However, Hf is under the effect of the atoms of the material network.

These effects, which include dispersion and exchange interactions, could inhibit formation

of Ü2 molecule, in a similar way as observed the inhibition of formation of O2 in
13crystalline Si . This inhibition could explain the assumption of a potential barrier for the

-V k T ,
e * I

formation of H 2 .

Here we assumed an Arrhenius fit to 0, although the suggested behavior was

T due to the high E« valu3- The error introduced in E» by the Arrhenius
- E V k T

plot is small, because the 1/T function change? slower than e * . I n fact, the log

plot of i{x) is a sum of In T and Eo /kT. The In T term introduces a contribution

which changes from 5.87 (353K) to 6.12 (453K) with about 4% of variation. This

variation is smaller than the error in the determination of 0 and the term In T can be

neglected.

IV. SUMMARY

Numerical Runge-Kutta's method, applied to a system of differential equations

describing the isothermal decay kinetics of [Hf] iu X-irradiated a-Si(H,O,N) and
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UV-irradiated natural beryl, led to conclusions which can be summarized as below.

a) The hydrogen removal mechanism which occurs on heating a-Si:H is processed

through the irreversible formation of molecular H 2 , in good agreement with the
o

assumption proposed by Pontuschka et al. . In this work it is assumed that the reaction

Hf+Hr —»H2 has a small activation energy derived from the interaction of H° with the

network.

b) The untrapping of H, in a-Si:(H,O,N) obeys Arrhenius law with activation

energy E f t = O.56eV and pre-exponential factor Oj, = 1.5 * 109 s"1. The present

activation energy is similar to the atomic diffusion activation energy of 0.48 eV found in

single-crystal silicon . The diffusion activation energy of 1.53 eV found in a-Si

cannot be compared with the present result, because it refers to the hopping diffusion

between dangling bond sites.

c) The recombination parameter $ is negligible for Hf in a-Si:(HtO,N) (it is

unlikely thai the radiolytic Hf be recovered in the original structure).

d) The recombination parameter 0 is not negligible for Hr in beryl, a fact which

minimizes the loss of hydrogen by the sample.

e) Both a (untrapping) and 0 (recombination) parameters obey Arrhenius law

for beryl with activation energies respectively equal to E a = 0.42 eV and E* = 1.51 eV

and pre-exponential factors respectively equalts to ao= 3.33 * 10s s"1 and

^ = 3.5 » 1018 s*1. The recombination of Hf in beryl is possibly processed through the

reaction:

H f + O H

and justifies the high E^=1.51eV activation energy.

f) The parameters 7 (retrapping) and S (H, formation) were found to fit a

function proportional to ( T 1 / 2 - T J / 2 ) with T0 = 269K for H, in a-Si:(H,O,N) and



To = 266K in beryl. It was shown that this function can be assigned to the linear part of

the f(i) function derived from free particle distribution of speeds attributed to Hf and

potential barrier for retrapping and H2 formation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1 - Numerical integration results (solid lines) adjusted to the experimental

points of the isothermal [Hj decay in a-Si:(H,O,N)2.

FIGURE 2 - Numerical integration results (sotid lines) adjusted to the experimental

points of the isothermal [HJ decay in beryl .

FIGURE 3 - Arrbenius law applied to the parameters a and 0 for beryl and a for

a-Si:(H,O,N).

FIGURE 4 - The T 1 / 2 behavior observed for the 7 and S parameters of [H J in

a-Si:(H,O,N). The common cutoff temperature is T o = 269K .

FIGURE 5 - The T 1 / 2 behavior observed for the 7 and 6 parameters of [HJ in

beryl. The common cutoff temperature is T o =• 266K .

FIGURE6- The f(x) function versus x for CQ = 0 (dashed line) and ( ^ = 1 (solid

line). The straight line is the limit of the function f(r) - x for i > 1 .



TABLE I-Parameters a, 7 and Í for a-Si:(H,O,N).

T(K) a (s1) 7 (s-1) 6 (s"1)

11 n i 9* +0-03 «i * +3-5

310 1.25 _0M 28.5 _ L 5 . w _ 2 5

323 29 + 0 2 37 5 + 1 5 215 + 1 S

*** i:9 —0.2 —2.5 —10

332 M — J 43.5 ̂ | BO í g

343 7.0 2fJ 51 íjj 295 +35
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Table II - Parameters a, /?, 7 and b for beryl.

353

373

393

413

433

453

a

3.45

6.7

13.8

24.0

44

72

is1)

+0.15

+0.2

+0.6

+0.5

i?

+2

0

0.14

1.0

6

20

—

—

+0.05

+0.2

+1
- 1

- 2

7 is'1)

24.5 +ÍJ

30.0 Í|;J

35.0 1*5

41-1 - i o

ARtl +°-5

4 6 0 -1.0

uin +0-8OÜ.U _ Q g

1 .

9.8

11.5

13.5

, , s

17.0

, , 0

is')

+0.8

+10

+0.5

+0.5

±Si

+0.8
-0.6
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